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COASTAL VIEWS
Matt Beard’s California impressionism catches waves

BY STETT HOLBROOK

Sometimes it’s his burden, too, but Beard 

knows what to do each time he sets out in 

his white Dodge Sprinter van loaded with 

blank canvases, acrylic paint and brushes—

paint the state’s coastal landscape from the 

Oregon state line to the steel fence that runs 

into the ocean separating San Diego County 

from Tijuana. 

“It clicked,” Beard says, recalling a 

moment shortly after moving to Humboldt 

County from Long Beach 16 years ago to 

begin his painting career. “Now I know what 

I’m doing. The assignment is clear.” 

And daunting. From north to south, 

California’s coast is 840 miles long. By his 

estimate, he’s made paintings at about two-

mile intervals all along the coast. The biggest 

gap is 46 miles. Barriers to access, be they 

private property or inaccessible geography, 

are his greatest challenge. That and fog, 

his constant nemesis. Beard spends about 

60 days a year rambling up and down 

Y ou might call artist Matt 
Beard a focused drifter. At 

one time he struggled with what 
to paint. A still life? A mountain 
vista? He doesn’t ask those 
questions anymore. Beard has 
settled on his life’s work: painting 
the California coast. It’s his muse. 
It’s his mission. » »
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Highway 1, mostly between 
summer and fall when the 
weather is most cooperative. 

Sixteen years into his project, 
Beard—who is in fact bearded 
and wears thick rimmed glasses 
and shaggy hair—is still rambling 
up and down the coast with his 
easel stuffed into a modified 
external frame backpack. All 
those trips down Highway 1 and 
across coastal bluffs have been 
channeled into a new book, 
Painting the California Coast: Vol. 
1. He crowdfunded the book on 
Kickstarter where it blasted past 
his fundraising goal of $7,500 with 
pledges of more than $40,000. The 
book was scheduled for release in 
late 2018, and will be available on 
his website, mattbeardart.com.  

The book will include liner 
notes that explain what went 
on behind the scenes to produce 
the painting. Here’s an example 
from a painting of a Del Norte 
County beach landscape called 
Car Trouble:

I seem to remember several 
occasions over the last 20 years 
where my van wouldn’t start after 
a surf here. Probably because it 
was just an old Volkswagen and 
that’s kinda how they work. It 
was as good a place as any for the 
old van since the road makes a 
gentle descent to beach level just 
past the little carpark on the top of 
the bluff. It was never hard to get 
it pointed down the hill and pop 
the clutch to get it going. The day I 
painted this one, in my fancy big 
sprinter van, I noticed a foul smell 
just before arriving. I had hoped 
it was another car on the road, 
but it followed me a little longer 
than I’d liked. Just as I pulled up I 
saw the old Check Engine light on 

the dash. Nuts. Ah well, let’s hope 
it’s nothing major. At any rate, 
nothing to do about here anyway, 
may as well paint the place. 

But most of all the book will 
feature his distinctive artwork. 
As a surfer, Beard’s love of the 
ocean is what first attracted him 
to water’s edge, but you don’t see 
many surfers or any people for that 
matter in his work. There’s just the 
interplay of ocean, land and sky. I 
think his paintings are better for 
it. The style of the clothes people 
wear (or don’t) and activities they 
might be engaged in would date 
the paintings. Unpeopled, there is 
a timelessness to his work. Barring 
landslides, erosion or invasive 
plants, I imagine the scenes he 
depicts looking the same as they 
did a century ago. 

Judging by his larger body of 
work, much of which is viewable 
by county on his excellent 
website, he prefers remote, wild 
places. One of his favorites is the 
Point Reyes National Seashore. 

“You could wander off a trail 
and be the first person there in 
200 years.”

As a surfer he also loves 
Hollister Ranch, a gilded, private 
access enclave north of Santa 
Barbara that’s a kind of surfers’ 
fantasy land of ruler-edged point 
breaks. The ranch’s south-facing 
exposure creates beautiful light 
that shines across the water.

“All the features light up 
throughout the day.”

As for L.A., he says he tries 
to avoid the area but still finds 
beauty in places like Malibu and 
Leo Carrillo State Beach.

Early in his career, Beard was 
taken by the work of the California 
Impressionists, a group of early » »

««
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early 20th-century painters like 
William Wendt, Edgar Payne and 
Guy Rose brought classic plein air 
techniques to the Golden State. 

“When I saw them, I said, ‘That’s 
what I have to do.’”

In addition to their use of color 
and depiction of light, Beard was 
enchanted by the artists’ ability to 
capture the feeling of being there.

“You can almost smell it, it’s so real.”
Beard’s work has that same 

feeling of place. While his 
paintings are works of realism 
and he strives to capture what 
he sees, his use of color gives his 
works a psychedelic glow and 
otherworldly luminosity. It’s as 
if he sees a place—its mood, its 

colors, its essence—and turns that 
up a notch or two on the canvas. 

That’s all the more impressive 
given the speed with which Beard 
works. On site, he gets most of the 
detail and colors down on canvas in 
about three hours or less. He does 
finishing touches in his studio. That’s 
how it’s supposed to be with plein 
air painting, a snapshot of time. 
Spend much longer and the light and 
conditions may change, he says.  And 
he never works from photographs. 
They don’t faithfully capture what 
he sees and feels in the moment, he 
says. “They don’t translate.”

After he chooses his vantage 
point, he sketches the outline of 
the landscape in pencil with quick, 

confident strokes. Then paints 

an undercoat, often in brownish 

reds for the land and blues for the 

ocean. He never uses black paint.  

It’s a deadening color, he says, and 

his work is very much alive.

Beard respects the cardinal 

rule against naming surf spots 

lest he encourage more surfers to 

crowd the lineup. But for those 

who know the California Coast’s 

hidden reefs and point breaks, it’s 

fun to guess where his paintings 

depict. The titles often bear clues 

and double entendres that seem 

written for the wave-riding 

cognoscenti. Some enochlophobic 

surfers say he shouldn’t paint any 

known surf spots. Beard rejects 

«« that as overly protective. 
“My paintings of places that 

don’t have names aren’t going to 
tip the scales,” he says.

Even though he’s put countless 
miles on Highway 1, there are 
still areas he’s yet to explore like 
Humboldt County’s imposing and 
impassable Lost Coast or off-limits 
military bases along the coast like the 
one at Point Magu in Ventura County.

“I’ll never get it all.”
But he clearly enjoys trying, 

one stretch of coast at a time.  
“I always come back to 

the ocean because the places 
represent so much to so many 
people. There’s such a human 
story in every location.” 
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